FOOD IS COMPLICATED NOURISHMENT that feeds more than the belly. As recent events in Zambia have shown, it
has the capacity to make (or break) relationships before even a morsel is raised to lips. Last year Zambian president Levy Patrick Mwanawasa sparked international controversy when he banned genetically modified (GM) foods from entering Zambia, including in the form of famine aid.
Since then, contentious debate has ensued that transcends questions regarding the relative virtue of GM foods, both in terms of nutritional safety and geoeconomic prudence. Mwanawasa's GM food remarks drew-perhaps even courted -criticism from beyond the borders of his midsized south-central African country for his purported insensitivity to the food needs of his own people. Due to the effects of EI Nino on the past two growing seasons (2001, 2002) , south ern Mrica has been reported to be a virtual famine zone. Therefore, the posited relationship between food and affected African countries is often discussed as if it were linear and axiomatic: the hungry continent requires food, any food.
In this article I discuss the paradox that, on the one hand, debate is encouraged concerning the possible health risks of « certain foods for people who can buy it; yet, on the other, privilege of food choice is present only in prosperous, indus trialized countries; and two, that food is conceptualized symbolically, culturally, and ethically in a variety of ways. In sub-Saharan Africa this is no less the case than in Western countries, yet when Africans attempt to exercise choice con cerning GM foods they are told: "Beggars can't be choosers. 10 The debate over whether to accept or refuse GM foods in Zambia is inextricably connected to the symbolism of food.
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The late New Zealand anthropologist Raymond Firth's observation above offers a useful point of departure. Firth is correct-food production and procurement are essentially different activities in industrial and agrarian societies.
Therefore, the meanings associated with food are likely to be dissimilar, as well, and certainly Zambia is no exception.
However, modern Zambia, along with most other countries of the world, must account for both urban and rural modes of labor and production, which coexist and interact through both meanings and markets within its national borders.
At least 60 percent of Zambians live in nonurban areas. 11
While many rural people rely on urban wage-remittances, « severance payments, and other forms of imported income, o the vast majority of Zambians subsist on locally cultivated « through carefully planned year-round agricultural labor, (') and thus are intimately involved in the precarious process of food cultivation and harvest. Not surprisingly, therefore, among the attributes of highly valued foods is the ability to generate consistent and reliable results. Foods laden with the richest symbolic meanings are most likely to be "tradi tional"12 ones that are known and trusted locally. 19 This is generally the case wherever GM foods are debated-in North America, the European Union (EU), and Africa. One of the most significant elements of delineation between urban and rural areas is access to mass media. While much has to do with the capability to receive incoming news and ideas, perhaps even more consequential are the outward channels for sending messages. However, there is a difference between sending and communicating. Compared to those in rural areas, city residents have much greater access to information from foreign sources, yet few ideas coming from Mrica seem to be heard in international discourse. In Zambia, the eM foods debate has presented a temporary solution, which has served to open communica tion with the outside. In this way the eM foods debate presents an opportunity to economically marginal so-called Third World nations the "privilege" of international voice. Urban Zambian opinions seem to be greatly influenced not only by the con tent of perspectives expressed in the West, but also by a desire simply to be involved. The eM foods debate appears to be viewed in Zambia as a modern and cosmopolitan issue that connects the country to outside nations socially and, Zambians hope, economically.
Most Zambian news articles and opinion pieces discuss food issues by focusing on Zambia's relationship with the EU. In contrast to rural areas, food is not considered to be meaningful for its local productive significance in cities such as Lusaka.and Kitwe. Instead, it is recognized for its value as a trade commodity that opens social and economic links with western Europe. Furthermore, due to the current <{ anti-GM mood in most EU member countries, fears that GM f Zambia. 20 Interestingly, these anxieties are at present wholly <J) <{ academic, since Zambia does not to any Significant extent l'l export edible crops to Europe. As such, the urban Zambian debate ostensibly concern ing GM foods can be viewed as a pseudoscientific discourse about international power and modern Zambia's role in the world. The newspaper article entitled "Ndlovu's Thinking" is a good example of such discussion. It is an editorial written as a rebuttal to Zambian member of parliament Alfred Ndlovu, whose original written piece expressed general confidence in the integrity of the United States to provide healthful foods as aid to drought-stricken regions of Zambia.
The editorialist disagrees with Ndlovu, calling him na'ive for trusting a capitalist country to have moral rather than economic motives propelling decisions concerning GM food products. He expresses pragmatic disillusionment with Zambia's relationship to Western countries and reminds readers of how international aid donors, especially the United States, have previously sent understudied medical products such as the antidiarrheal Immodium to Africa, only to later ban it after many Africans died. Although cau tionary, the writer is not entirely dismissive of Western countries. He wants Zambians to be cognizant of the nature of capitalistic, profit-minded decision making; nonetheless, he counsels his readers not to sever international relations. Ultimately, the editorialist is hopeful that greater interna tional parity can be achieved among countries through careful and constructive engagement.
This rebuttal to Ndlovu expresses sentiments that echo the majority of Zambian commentaries. Common themes declare that eM foods might be poisonous and that cross breeding between GM and indigenous varieties could permanently contaminate national food supplies,21 resulting in a decrease of endemic biological diversity.2 z Despite the scientific rhetoric that consistently peppers these pieces, this mainly urban debate actually concerns power and inter national relations. Zambians often lament their lack of political power; inclusion in GM debates perhaps allows for a measure of engagement. For many Zambians, simply being recognized by Western countries as a participant in such a debate is a victory unto itself. In Zambia, involvement in the GM foods debate generates international interaction that is otherwise nearly nonexist ent. Whereas North American and European news sources tend to dismiss Mrican skepticism of the healthfulness of GM foods as arrogant and irresponsible,2' Zambians assert their Jpinions with self-confidence and the expectation that they are-or should be-equal partners in the discussion. However, the de facto reality of international news coverage is that political and scientific issues tend to be reported as if they occur exclusively in Western countries. Individual non-Western voices are thus very rarely included in news accounts of debates that do not explicitly refer to their country or region of origin. It appears that international news outlets covering Zambia's response to being "force PHOTQCR..,PIl 6Y CHtl.15TOPtlf.R \1. ,~;.,t:: . . ,tl.
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In reality, the current state of hunger in Zambia is neither wholly desperate nor satisfactory-nor, of course, is it a singular circumstance nationwide. Shortages appear to be most acute in the south and southwest of the country, where diminished rainfall has hampered the cultivation of maize for the past two seasons. 28 During those same two growing seasons, in Luapula Province a combination of more acceptable rainfall and the general reliance on the two-to-three-year-maturing, hardy cassava plant has produced a relative bumper crop. Nevertheless, anecdotal evidence What I am saying is that neither the world, the UN nor anyone will pro strong infrastnlcture, because you will always be held to ransom on aid, <!J loans and others lInless yOll accede to certain programmes etc.... Africa in the world pecking order comes boltom of the pile, fact not sentimenl. lo
What Zambia may be expressing is a relief-induced agonism of the analytical rather than physiological sort-a reaction to perceived political starvation. I am not suggesting that Zambian rejection of genetically modified food aid is necessarily an automatic reflex reaction of a starving people, but instead a calculated response by a geopolitically hungry people. Debate of GM foods has been recognized in Zambia as a conduit for varied urban and rural responses that reach outside the African region. There are, of course, sincere anxieties in Zambia about the future health effects of genet ically modified foods. However, what has been considered here is how the GM foods debate has become a forum for expressing urban frustration over both the lack and the tenor of social, political, and economic engagement with the world outside of Africa.
Conversely, the presence of such rapacious urban voice's serves to magnify the rarity of national media engagement with rural areas, even though these are where most hypo thetical GM contamination would occur. If Zambia and other politically and economically marginal countries are to succeed at building the internal strength and stature that they so desire, then all people must be given voices both inside and outside of national borders. Foods, Firth reminds us, mark symbolic relationships. Meanings are therefore neither fixed nor unidirectional. Just as urbanites seek to be recognized as participants in worldwide discussions con cerning GM foods, rural perspectives must also be heard in
• order to reach meaningful accord. The Zambian rejection of genetically modified foods is significant and noteworthy, even if heavily skewed toward urban channels of communication. For the attentive observer, ... it is more than just President Mwanawasa's defiant anti--GM declaration that can be heard emanating from Zambia. His act was one of calculated political opportunism; however, by making his pronouncement he inadvertently initiated a debate over economic power and choice that included a country which was hitherto a silent recipient of aid. While international response to his position has been largely criti cal, it has also focused a temporary spotlight on a hungry country, a small but considerable consolation for the many Zambians who see few other options than to express their relief-induced agonism. As a nation that is generally politi cally stable but slowly deflating economically, Zambia, like many other countries in similar straits, might be too weak to rise up, yet it is still strong enough to take a nip at the hand that feeds it.@ 
